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The Future Is Unwritten
A Working Class History Blank Journal
Edited by Working Class History
A classically elegant hardcover, sewn bound with 55lb paper. An enduring 
repository for your thoughts, dreams, and battle plans for collective action. 
Includes inspirational words of wisdom from the likes of: Audre Lorde, Emma 
Goldman, Ambalavaner Sivanandan, George Lamming, Lucy Gonzalez 
Parsons, Marsha P Johnson, He Zhen, Frantz Fanon, Albert Spies, CLR James, 
Ricardo Flores Magón, Bhagat Singh, Walter Rodney, Ursula Le Guin, Pablo 
Neruda, Crawford Morgan, Jayaben Desai and more.

ABOUT THE EDITOR
Founded in 2014, Working Class History is an international collective of 
worker-activists who launched a social media project and podcast to uncover 
our collective history of fighting for a better world and promote it to educate 
and inspire a new generation of activists. They have grown to become the 
most popular online people’s history project in English, reaching an audience 
of tens of millions.

ACCOLADES
“In case you needed a reminder that ordinary people have the power to 
change history, and have many times over, check out Working Class History.” 

—Tom Morello, co-founder of Rage Against the Machine

“Working Class History is broader than unions and job struggles; rather, it 
includes all emancipatory acts of working-class people, be they Indigenous 
peoples fighting for land rights, African Americans massively protesting against 
police killings, anticolonial liberation movements, women rising up angry, or 
mass mobilizations worldwide against imperialist wars. It is international in 
scope, as is the working class.” 

—Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, author of An Indigenous Peoples’ History of 
the United States

“Working Class History has hit upon a novel way to communicate our shared 
history to a new generation of budding radicals and working-class revolu-
tionaries. They make it clear that today’s victories build upon yesterday’s 
struggles, and that, in order to push forward into the liberated, equitable 
future we want, we must remember how far we’ve come—and reckon with 
how much further there is to go.” 

—Kim Kelly, journalist and labour columnist at Teen Vogue

“Working Class History is essential reading for those seeking awareness of 
people who made history in efforts and events to create a better world.”

—John O’Brien, Stonewall rebellion participant, Gay Liberation Front 
co-founder

“Working Class History is global, diverse, and clear; bringing to our attention 
OUR history which has so often been ignored, neglected or misrepresented.” 

—Mike Jackson, co-founder Lesbians and Gays Support the Miners


